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Brazil poverty at lowest level in decade, study finds RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) - Poverty in Brazil has dropped dramatically under the government of President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva, thanks to social programs that have made the president enormously popular among the poorest segments of the population, according to a study released Friday. According to the study released by the prestigious Getulio Vargas Foundation, between 2003, when Silva took office, and 2005 the number of people making less than one U.S. dollar a day in Brazil dropped by 19.18 percent; In other words, some 10 million people were lifted out of extreme poverty. Marcelo Neri, in charge of the foundation's Center for Social Policy Studies, said the phenomenon could almost entirely be attributed to the Bolsa Familia program which provides monthly subsidies to Brazil's poorest families in exchange for a commitment to send their children to school or risk losing the benefits. "Bolsa Familia is the big rising star of the fight against poverty," Neri said.
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ECONOMY NEWS
Babacan: Energy price rises affects current account deficit
State Minister for Economy and EU-accession Chief Negotiator Ali Babacan ha..

IMF delegation to visit Turkey on October 9
A delegation from the IMF is coming to Turkey to assess the macroeconomic s..

Turkish Lira regains value after fluctuation
The Turkish Lira which lost real value in May and June by more than 17 perc..

Drop in oil prices to have positive impact on economy
Oil prices which are currently around 60
USD per barrel, continue to drop..

"Global Investment" initiates share transfer meetings with Banca IMI Spa
"Global Investment Group" (GYH) announced that it started negotiations rega..

Health and agriculture strain budget
Health expenditures and agricultural subsidies strain the Central Administr..

CB to issue liquidity bonds
In order to arrange the liquidity in market and increase efficiency of open..

New tax system in investment funds
The profits made out of investment funds are taxed by 10 percent as of Octo..

Tüzmen meets French Minister for Foreign Trade Lagarde
"Approval of a bill (to be debated on Oct 12th) which considers denial of s..

200 entreprises are in line to obtain biodiesel licence
Association of Alternative Energy and Biodiesel Producers (ALBIYOBR) annou..

No buyers for mansion of Kemal Uzan
There were no buyers for the mansion of Kemal Uzan in Ystinye district of Y..

European CB boosts key rate
The European Central Bank, sticking to its tough line on inflation, raised ..